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Abstract

A formal proof is a mathematical proof that has been checked
by computer. The axioms and primitive rules of logic are 
programmed into a computer, and a proof is not regarded as 
verified until every step is exhaustively justified by first 
principles.  Examples of proofs that have been formalized by 
various groups include the Kepler conjecture on sphere 
packings (2014), the independence of the Continuum Hypothesis 
(2019), and the Odd-order theorem in finite group theory 
(2012).

Buoyed up by these successful formalization projects, we are 
exploring how these tools might bring general benefit to the 
mathematical community.



Part I.  
Computer-Assisted 

Proofs



• My motivation for formalization comes from computer 
assisted proofs (mostly in discrete geometry).



This is the densest packing of regular pentagons in the 
plane  (Kusner-H.-, 2016).

It is a computer assisted proof.
In the end, the solution of the pentagon-packing problem is 60 pages of text and 5000 
lines of OCaml computer code that takes about 60 hours to run on a laptop computer. 
We use a wonderful interval arithmetic package to control for computer roundoff 
errors.  The proof is computer-assisted, but is not formally verified in a proof 
assistant.

http://www.alliot.fr/papers/oud2012.pdf


Why Pentagons?







In 1990, Kuperberg and Kuperberg made a general study of high density packings of 
convex bodies in the plane. They showed that any convex body can be placed in a one-
parameter family of double lattice packings and proved that this family always includes 
the densest of all double-lattice packings. The Kuperberg family of pentagon packings 
undulates between the shifting layers of Dürer’s packing and the pentagonal ice-ray. 
Based on these results, they too made the pentagonal ice-ray conjecture. 

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/BF02187800




Elliptic Curve Cryptography



Friedl’s direct calculation of the associative law for elliptic curves 

The computer calculations took “several hours” (in 1998).





Bernstein and Lange use Edwards elliptic in cryptography  
because they avoid timing-attacks. 





``I recently finished formalizing your paper on elliptic 
curves in Edwards form’’ - 
Rodrigo Raya 10/9/2019









Other computer proofs
• Fejes-Toth conjecture.  In a sphere packing (of congruent balls), 

if every sphere touches exactly 12 other spheres, then it consists 
of hexagonal layers.  


• Strong dodecahedral conjecture.  Every Voronoi cell of a sphere 
packing (of congruent balls) has volume at least that of a regular 
dodecahedron (circumscribing a ball).


• Sphere packing problem. No packing of congruent balls has 
density greater than the cannonball packing.


• Reinhardt conjecture local optimality.  The smoothed octagon is 
a locally optimal for worst-best packing of a centrally symmetric 
convex disk in the plane.



Reinhardt Conjecture

(Graphics by Egan)





Why should we doubt 
computer proofs?

• Software has bugs.


• The computer code is generally not refereed as part of the 
review process.  Math journals generally have no 
standards for code review.


• The computer code is generally not published. Often it 
cannot be found anywhere. Proofs might rely on 
proprietary software.


• Mathematicians generally do not read and check 
computer code.



Annals of Mathematics



Part 2  
Formal Proofs



… A formal proof is a mathematical proof that has been checked
by computer. The axioms and primitive rules of logic are 
programmed into a computer, and a proof is not regarded as 
verified until every step is exhaustively justified by first 
principles. …



HOL Light
HOL Light has an exquisite minimal 
design. It has the smallest kernel of 
any system.

Lean
Lean is ambitious, 
and it will be massive.



Lean

• Lean has a small kernel. 
• Its logical foundations are similar to those of Coq.
• Lean is its own metalanguage.

Lean Theorem 
Prover





Why formalize 
mathematics?

• Computer Proofs


• Mathematicians do computer proofs.


• Computer proofs are hard to check.


• Mathematicians do not want to compromise standards 
in going from paper to computer.



Other reasons for 
formalization

• Some mathematicians have discovered errors in their own work, and do not want it to happen 
again. (Voevodsky)


• Some believe that all mathematics will be formalized mathematics in the future, and do not want 
their work to be forgotten. (Grayson)


• Some believe that the published record leaves out too many details, and that future generations 
will have trouble reconstructing informal proofs from some branches of mathematics. (Buzzard)


• Proofs are becoming longer and more complex.   Better tools are required for long complex proofs 
(Cambridge Big Proofs I 2017, Edinburgh Big Proofs II 2019)


• Some mathematical techniques (such as zero-knowledge proofs) take a formal proof as input.


• Machine-learning projects aimed at learning to construct computer proofs use formal proofs as 
training data (Urban, Szegedy)


• Processing of mathematics works better on formal content (search, indexing, transformation).


• Some day referees might be replaced by computers (H.)



Formalizing Mathematics

• Formal Verification has been a research topic in computer 
science for decades.


• Increasingly mathematicians are becoming involved.  
Especially, in the past two years there has been a surge in 
interest among mathematicians.  







A concrete proposal: mathematical FABSTRACTS
(formal abstracts)

Given today’s technology, it is not reasonable to ask for all
proofs to be formalized. But with today’s technology, it seems
that it should be possible to create a formal abstract service
that

• Gives a statement of the main theorem(s) of each
published mathematical paper in a language that is both
human and machine readable,

• Links each term in theorem statements to a precise
definition of that term (again in human/machine readable
form), and

• Grounds every statement and definition is the system in
some foundational system for doing mathematics.
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The definitions of mathematics

The Oxford English dictionary (2nd edition) has 273,000
headwords and over 600,000 word forms. (The longest entry
is for the word set, which continues for 25 pages).

Medicine has a specialized terminology of approximately
250,000 items [Kucharz].

The Math Subject Classification (MSC) lists over 6000
subfields of mathematics.

9

Capturing Definitions



Sylvester, "On a theory of Syzygetic 
Relations"

allotrious, apocapated, Bezoutic, Bezoutoid, co-bezoutiant, 
cogredient, contragredient, combinant, concomitant, 
conjunctive, contravariant, covariant, cumulant, determinant, 
dialytic, discriminant, disjunctive, effluent, emanant, 
endoscopic, exoscopic, Hessian, hyperdeterminant, 
inertia, intercalation, invariance, invariant, Jacobian, 
kenotheme, matrix, minor determinant, monotheme, 
persymmetrical, quadrinvariant, resultant, rhizoristic, 
signaletic, semaphoretic, substitution, syrrhizoristic,  
syzygetic, transform, umbral. 



VOCABULARY OF THE KEPLER CONJECTURE

• quoin, negligible, fcc-compatible, decomposition star, score, score 
adjustment, quasi-regular tetrahedron, contravening, tame graph, 
pentahedral prism, crown, quarter, upright, flat, quartered octahedron, 
strict quarter, enclosed vertex, central vertex, corners, isolated quarter, 
isolated pair, conflicting diagonals, Q-system, S-system, V-cells, barrier, 
obstructed, face with negative orientation, Delaunay star, colored 
spaces, compression, quad cluster, mixed quad cluster, standard cluster, 
standard region, vertex type, quad cluster, Rogers simplex, anchor, 
anchored simplex, erasing, loops, subcluster, corner cell, truncated 
corner cell , tame graph, weight assignment, contravening circuit, 
crowded diagonal, n-crowded, masked, confined, penalties, penalty-free 
score, exceptional region, special simplex, distinguished edge, 
nonexternal edge, concave corner, concave vertex, t-cone, partial plane 
graph, patch, aggregated face,
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Jordan Curve Theorem



Controlled Natural 
Language (CNL)
• It is based on a single natural language (such as English).


• It has restricted syntax and semantics.  Its design is 
deliberate and explicit.


• Speakers of the natural language can largely understand the 
controlled language at least intuitively.  (see Tobias Kuhn)


• The definition is intended to exclude artificial languages 
such as Esperanto and programming languages.

Recent and Current  
Projects



The argument for a controlled natural language for mathematics



Examples of CNLs  
for Mathematics

• Naproche-SAD (and variants Forthel, Naproche, EA,…). 
(Paskevich, 2007) (Koepke, Cramer, Frerix, 2018) The 
target is first-order logic.


• MathNat (and variants CLM controlled language of 
mathematics). (Humayoun’s thesis) The target is first-
order logic.


• FMathL (formal mathematical language, CONCISE).  The 
target is a graphical representation (sems).

Recent and Current  
Projects



Recent and Current  
Projects 

Peter Koepke’s example 



The basic idea of the controlled natural language

Take all the syntax of Lean.

Take all the syntax of TEX.

Take all the syntax of ForTheL CNL.

Throw it all together and identify all the common parts.

Translate to Lean by expanding TEXand CNL (remove syntactic
sugar).

January 10, 2020 9 / 14

Adapting CNLs to  
Type Theory



CNL as PDF



CNL as TeX



CNL as converted TeX




